
Client planning 
scenarios

For professional advisers only. This is not to be relied upon by retail clients. We have created this illustrative 
example to help advisers understand and explain potential scenarios that may be suitable for some clients.

Goji’s Lending Bonds enable investors to access 
potentially steadier returns whilst avoiding stock 
market volatility, tax free through an ISA, SIPP 
or trust. Returns generated from Direct Lending 
are typically higher than cash and, although risk is 
higher, Goji’s strategy of investing in a diversified 
portfolio of secured loans mitigates this risk by 
providing some capital protection. 

Goji invests with carefully selected lenders into 
secured loans to creditworthy UK businesses. 
Goji undertakes extensive, ongoing due diligence 
and only invests in carefully selected sectors 
and types of loans. Although there may be some 
defaulting loans within a portfolio, the overall 
return earned by the portfolio supports a target 
return greater than the returns available on 
cash, and the high level of diversification within 
the portfolio means the return profile of the 
investment should be steady with low volatility.

Do you have clients who are:
• concerned about stock market volatility and their exposure to it?

• seeking increased diversification of their investments?

• targeting stable and regular income?

• targeting returns on their investable cash that are in excess of inflation and are willing to take  
more risk to achieve this?

• seeking an additional source of income in retirement?

• keen to ensure an element of capital preservation built into their investment strategy?

• looking to withdraw their tax free lump sum from their pension but want greater returns than  
bank rates?

Cash returns low? Markets volatile? Inflation high? Goji’s Lending Bonds 
have been created to offer a solution – steady, uncorrelated returns 
available in an ISA or SIPP. 



Scenario 1:

Let’s look at two scenarios, where Elizabeth invests just an initial £60,000 investment in Direct Lending 
and where she invests an additional 10% every year for 10 years. 

Indicative Outcome
Elizabeth has maintained a tax efficient profile for her investments and continues to be able to use 
her ISAs going forward. On the assumption that current 10 year volatility metrics were to continue 
for the next 10 years, Elizabeth may have: 

• lowered the overall volatility of her portfolio

• maintained a yield that is in excess of the rate of inflation

• reduced her exposure to stock markets

• improved the level of diversification in her portfolio

• improved capital preservation (as loans are secured)

60% shares
(£120,000)

40% cash ISAs
(£80,000)

50% shares
(£100,000)

20% cash ISAs
(£40,000)

30% Direct Lending
(£60,000)

Elizabeth’s £200,000 portfolio

Elizabeth re-allocates her funds

Original investment £60,000 £60,000

Reinvestment of returns each year Returns of 5% Returns of 5%

Annual ISA subscription £0 £6,000

Total compounded return – annualised basis 6.3% 9.5%

Total investment value at end of 10 year  
investment period

£97,734 £176,974

10 year strategy Transfers £60k with no further 
investment subscriptions

Transfers £60k and invests 
£6,000 p.a. into her IFISA

Note: This example is for illustration purposes only and assumes that the annual ISA allowance remains at £20,000. It also assumes that Goji continues to 
achieves its target 5% return for the entirety of the 10-year holding period (remember that past performance is no guide to future returns). It’s also important to 
note that the direct lending risk profile of the Goji ISA is likely to differ from other ISAs. Tax rules are subject to change and individual circumstances. The example 
does not include any charges paid for financial advice. Also, the current ISA provider may charge a fee for transferring an existing ISA. 

Elizabeth is a regular  
ISA investor.
Elizabeth has been investing in her ISA regularly 
for the last 15 years. She now has £200,000 
saved which is split 60:40 between Shares and 
Cash ISAs. Elizabeth has no immediate need for 
her funds but wants to ensure money is available 
to support her children in future. For this reason, 
she’s wary of investing in volatile stock markets 
but equally isn’t comfortable leaving her money in 
a cash ISA because inflation is eroding her wealth.

How could Goji’s Lending  
Bonds help?
Goji’s Lending Bonds are available in an Innovative  
Finance ISA. This means that the target returns  
of 5% are are tax free – similar to other ISAs. 

How could Elizabeth use  
an Innovative Finance ISA  
in her portfolio?
Elizabeth re-allocates existing holdings to improve 
diversification and lower exposure to stock markets:



Scenario 2:
By investing in Direct Lending, through 
Goji’s Bonds, Matthew may be able 
to reduce the volatility of his portfolio 
because Goji’s Bonds are not correlated 
to the public market. Assuming the 
the performance continues in line with 
historical performance the value of  
his investment should remain steady. 

What’s more, because Matthew 
is unlikely to have much exposure 
to Direct Lending in his core SIPP 
portfolio, investing in Goji’s Bonds  
may add additional diversification  
and robustness to his portfolio.

If his Direct Lending investments 
performs inline with the assets class’s 
historic trends, he may also be able  
to continue to receive a steady income 
over the long term regardless of how 
Matthew’s listed investments perform.

Since Goji’s Bonds offer monthly 
liquidity Matthew may be able to access 
his capital to top up his interest income 
with additional capital withdrawals. 
Steady long term cash generation but 
with access to cash on a regular basis.

Note: This example is for illustration purposes only and assumes that the annual ISA allowance remains at £20,000. It also assumes that Goji continues to 
achieves its target 5% return for the entirety of the 10-year holding period (remember that past performance is no guide to future returns). It’s also important to 
note that the direct lending risk profile of the Goji ISA is likely to differ from other ISAs. Tax rules are subject to change and individual circumstances. The example 
does not include any charges paid for financial advice. Also, the current ISA provider may charge a fee for transferring an existing ISA.

Indicative Outcome
On the assumption that current 10 year volatility metrics represent an accurate forecast, Matthew 
may have: 

• lowered the overall volatility of his portfolio

• maintained a yield that is in excess of the rate of inflation

• reduced his to stock markets

• improved the level of diversification in his portfolio

• increased capital preservation (via the assets against which loans are secured) 

Matthew is 69 and is looking to 
retire within the next 12 months. 
Matthew has a £1,000,000 SIPP with  
no mortgage on his house. He would like  
to retire with an income of c.£75,000 p.a. 
which his adviser has said may be achievable 
with the flexible drawdown plan the adviser  
has recommended.

Matthew is keen to take his 25% tax free cash 
lump sum (£250,000) from his SIPP however 
he is unsure what to do with the cash in the 
short term since he doesn’t plan to use it all 
at once. Whilst he wants to have the cash 
accessible he doesn’t want to leave it in the 
bank when rates are low and as he already 
owns equities through his SIPP, he doesn’t 
want too much exposure to market volatility.

How could Goji’s Diversified 
Lending Bonds help?
Goji’s Lending Bonds are eligible for an 
Innovative Finance ISA and a SIPP so the  
5% – 8.3% target returns may be tax free. 
Matthew can maintain the tax efficiency of  
his investment profile by investing his lump  
sum into Goji’s IFISA (any income generated  
is therefore tax free). 



Key risks
Investing in Goji’s Lending Bonds, like all 
investments, carries an element of risk.  
Whilst Goji will aim to achieve a return of  
5% on its Bonds, neither the target nor the 
return of investors’ initial capital is guaranteed 
and investors’ capital is at risk. The value of 
any investment can fall and it is possible that 
investors may not get back the full amount  
they invested.

Because neither the underlying loans or Goji’s 
products are traded on public markets there  
is a risk investors may not receive their funds  
as quickly as they like if they wish to make  
a redemption.

How does Goji manage risk?
We employ four key tools to manage  
investment risk:

– Due diligence means our investors  
are funding credible and experienced  
lending businesses

– Diversification means if a loan, or a lender, 
underestimates risk, exposure should be small 
enough to ensure there is little material effect 
on the overall investment return

– The secured nature of all loans means  
that investors should, after a period of time,  
be able to get their cash back even if loans  
don’t perform as hoped

– The carefully selected lending mandates 
set with each platform means that risk is 
measured and consistency and in line with 
investors’ appetite

These risk management tools ensure that in our 
illustrative investment examples, Elizabeth and 
Matthew can have confidence that her original 
investment has a degree of downside protection 
in place and that the risks that might impact their 
5% target return are being managed carefully.

For more information, please get in touch:

David Beacham  
Head of Distribution
david.beacham@goji.investments
mobile: +44 (0)7776 483 111

www.goji.investments

Investment through Goji places your capital at risk and returns are not guaranteed. It is important that you read and understand all risks before investing. All information 
provided is accurate to the best of Goji’s knowledge, however cannot be relied upon as investment advice. We recommend you talk to a qualified financial adviser 
before making an investment decision. Investments are only available to certain specified persons who are sufficiently sophisticated to understand the relevant risks.

Goji and Goji Investments are trading names of Goji Financial Services Limited (GFSL) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority  
(FRN: 805323). The Financial Services Compensation Scheme does not cover investment performance, but eligible investors may have rights to compensation in the 
event of Goji becoming insolvent (for further details, see www.fscs.org.uk) GFSL is a company registered in England and Wales (no. 10234133) with registered office 
The Office Group – 133 Whitechapel High St, London E1 7QA.
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